Reminder
Children should have PE kits, in
school at all times. A tracksuit
and spare socks are useful as PE is
outside as often as possible.
Also a hat for the impending
heatwave! Spare trainers for on
the field at playtimes please.

PE
Tuesdays — at school—Athletics /
Netball/ Tag rugby
Friday– at school. Rounders/
quick cricket
All possessions need to be clearly
labelled. Earrings must be
removed or covered with tape for
PE please

Dates



LONDON TRIP 23RD MAY
OPERA NORTH
6pm PERFORMANCE
24TH
JUNE
AT THE WITHAM

How you can help

Homework
This will be a piece of Numeracy and a
piece of Literacy related to recent work
in class and will be given on
Tuesday- to be returned on Thursday
or Friday—then the week end is free!!

Bowes Hutchinson’s C of E
VA Primary School

Please check that your child is doing
their homework and returning it to
school regularly. It really does help!
Please continue to hear your child
read at home several times a week—
a couple of pages at a time is enough,
or ask about what they are reading.
Please sign the reading record
regularly. The children earn raffle tickets
by reading at home, that are entered
into a draw for new reading books each
half term.
A Water bottle in
school is a good idea
so a drink is available
in class all day.

Information for Parents
Class 3

Please ensure your child arrives at school
on time so they can make a prompt start to
learning. Gate opens 8.40. am
Registration 8.50 am

Summer 2019

Numeracy— Year 6 will be
revising all topics ready for the SATs—
and also properties of circles/ pie
charts and line graphs ( drawing and
interpreting data) average, 2D and 3D
shapes. As a class, we will continue to
work hard and extend our mastery of
all areas, after SATs week including
outdoor maths and
Investigations

SATS will take place week commencing
13/5/19 School will provide a SATS
breakfast for Year Six pupils all week.
Literacy— The literacy work will mainly
relate to the science work on plastic/
recycling and our topic work on ‘Across
the Oceans’ which we are continuing
this term.
This will
include story writing/
poetry and research for
a biography.
Our new class novel is
‘Alice in Wonderland’ so some great
writing will be inspired by this classic
story too!

Interdependence—food
chains
and food webs
Growth and Life cycles/
using keys
Seasonal changes
Reproduction in animals and
insects

RE— Comparing other
with Islam/ Memorials

Topic—Our whole school topic for
the first half of the term is
still Across the Oceans. We will
be learning about the impact of
plastic waste in India
( where we have a school link) and
continue to think about ways we
can re-use, reduce and recycle.
We will be recycling old white
shirts but if you have a spare T
shirt or shirt about to be thrown
out—keep it for our project
please!

faiths

Christian Values– the values this
term are Wisdom and Respect.
We will be working on these
during family group sessions and
throughout the curriculum.
E-Safety—
Game on— lessons
about On line gaming and keeping
safe
Computing—Scratch
animations/ Kodu and Rapid
router—algorithms and
instructions

Art– Art and craft using recycled
materials including
upcycling clothing and making a
mural out of plastic!
Music - Opera North production of Alice in Wonderland
at the Witham—June 24th
Also listening to and appreciating
musical styles.
French— higher numbers, money
eating out.

